
Basic Phone Script for A Parent Calling for A Child
1. Memorize the basic  phone script.
2. Practice with a fellow staff member and demonstrate that you can recite it smoothly 
and naturally.

Basic Phone Script for A Parent Calling for A Child 

Thank you for calling World Class Tae Kwon Do, how may I help you? 
Are you interested for yourself? 
My name is_______________ and I am one of the children’s program instructors. 
May I have your name please? And your son/daughter’s name? 
How old is (child’s name)? 
Has (child’s name) ever done martial arts before? 
So how did you find out about our school? 
What makes you interested in our program for child’s name? 
Great! We have many students here for the same reason. We have a lot of experience and 
success in helping kids to _________________. What I would recommend is our trial program. 
The trial program consists of two private lessons, followed by a group class. A uniform is 
also included. The cost for the trial program is $19.95. Is trying it out something (child’s 
name) would enjoy? 
What time after (child’s name) is home from school would you be available to bring him/
her? I have a class available on (date) at (time). Would that be convenient for you?
Great! Mr./Mrs. _______ may I have your telephone number please?
Okay, are you familiar with where we are located? 
We are located in the Wegmans shopping plaza on Transit near the intersection of Losson 
and Transit. 
Now what I’ve done is made an appointment for ________’s first trial lesson, this (date) at 
(time). On that day, (child’s name) will receive their uniform. The visit and lesson will last for 
about forty minutes, and of course, you are encouraged to stay and watch. When you come 
in, please ask for _____. I look forward to meeting you and (child’s name) on (date). 
Thank you. Goodbye.
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Treating The Phone Professionally
Explain what are the key points of the following best practices for answering the 
school phone: 
Prioritize answering the phone:

Give each call your full concentration:

 Send your enthusiasm through the phone:

Briefly comment/match:

Take your time when summarizing details:
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Understanding The Value of every Phone Call
Explain how a single phone call can be worth thousands of dollars to the school.

Explain how a single phone call can change the life of the caller.

The 4 P’s of The Info Call Process
Explain what each of the 4 “Ps” are and what they remind you to do
Pivot:

Profile:

Present:

Prompt:
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Responding to a Price Request 
Practice with a partner using each of the following strategies to respond to the varying 
levels of price objections: 

1. “Pivot” for an initial price request:

2. Use the “when and why” strategy to respond to a second price request:

3. Present a price estimate with confidence for a third request:

Handling a Schedule Objection 
Practice with a partner responding to a caller’s request to call you back to schedule an 
appointment a later time.

Matching 
Give an example of the elements of Tae Kwon Do that you might emphasize in order to 
best “match” the interests of the following callers: 
A female college student interested in self defense:

A Little Tiger age child who is very shy:

A child whose parent says is lacking in coordination and balance:
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Confirmation Calls & Did Not Show Calls 
1. Write out the basic script for a confirmation call.

2. Why are follow up calls necessary in the case of “no show” appointments?

3. Write out the script for the a DNS call.

Outbound Calls
1. Why should you make outbound calls with confidence?

2. Practice with a partner how to conduct a follow up call for birthday party guests
Clearly identify yourself and the reason for your call. 

-State the offer.

- If interested...

- If not interested now...

- If not interested at all...

- No matter what, give a great personal impression and then…

Move on to the next call!
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